Introduction
In this paper we study reflections in some equidistant hypersurfaces of the degenerate hyperbolic space H£ (cf. [3] ). Let us remind that the set of points of is the cone C£ contained in projective space Pn. Hyperplanes of H£ are non empty intersections of the hyperplanes of P" and the set C^ A hyperplane Q is isotropic iff it corresponds to a projective hyperplane Q containing the top V of the cone C£ (see [4] ). We denote by E = E(H£) the class of reflections of H£ in non isotropic hyperplanes, precisely the restrictions to the set CJJ of appropriate projective symmetries. Let i2 denote the class of all axial symmetries of H£. In paper [3] we defined, generally, an equidistant hypersurface of H£ to be the orbit of a point a under the centralizer of a symmetry a = OQ in the class fi. If Q is not isotropic, such an orbit is independent from q (q 6 V) and is denoted by Let S be the class of all sets where Q is a non isotropic hyperplane of H£ (see [3] ). The structure = (C£, S) is called an inversive degenerate hyperbolic space. In this structure we shall study the symmetries a q E (E £ S and q e V\V(£)), which will be defined below. The set V(£) := {Vnl: L C E) is the top of E.
Results
Let E e S and q e V \ V(E). We define the reflection a q E in E with centre q by the condition Let A = A(H£) be the class of all symmetries <r q E, where E 6 5. Of course E C A, because S contains the class of non isotropic hyperplanes
First we see that THEOREM 1. We have A C Aut(H^), and thus the group G(A) generated by A is a subgroup of Aut(Hfc).
Let us remind that is the set of maximal generators of H£ i.e. of sets (a, V) \ V, where (a, V) is the subspace spanned in Pn by V and by point a Ç C£. From definition we see that A preserves the elements of T£ i.e.
THEOREM 2. IfT e T£, f e A, then f(T) = T.
In [3] we constructed the bijection (f> of the set C£ onto the halfcylinder contained in Pn+i; transformation <f> is an isomorphism between and Laguerre haifspace This transformation correlates the symmetrieifrom A and the symmetries of the appropriate Laguerre space. Note that the tops of L£ and H£ are identic.
THEOREM 3. If E e S and p e V\V(E), then 4>oo p Eo4>-x =
As a consequence we get The symmetries from E(H£) preserve the top V and transform the generators of C£ onto themselves, thus any element of G(E(HJJ)) is described in the projective coordinates by matrix From Theorem 5, Proposition 2, and from the analytical description of the isomorphism <f > we get an analytical description of the group <j(A(H£)). The set C£ is a subset of the affine space A", hence this description will be given in affine coordinates.
Let us recall explicit formulas defining <f>:
Then we get Proof. First we prove (i) . Let F satisfy the assumption of (i). By Theorem 2.9 and 2.11 from [3], we get that F is that part of a set with equation: C 2 (-XQ + x\ + .. , + x^l_k)-\-x'}l = 0, which is on the one side of the hyperplane P : xn = 0, or F = P. If F = P, then the thesis is trivial.
Let a = [ao,ai,.. .,an] 6 <C£, whence a ^ p and L(p,a) is described by equations: AjXi -A n x n -0. Let H be an equidistant hypersurface with the base u p (B) such that a is the affine centre of the segment (L(p, a) (H£ -1 ) ) and G(E ( jL£ -1 ) ).
Hence we have the thesis.
•
The class of all m x n matrices is denoted by Mm<n. From among all the matrices we distinguish certain special types of them, i.e. zero-matrices , where det(.£;) = ±1.
Of course T£ is a subgroup of /£*.
As a direct consequence of Corollary 1 we infer 
